
Olympics 

QUESTIONS: What do you already know about the Olympics? 

 Read the article below and then answer the questions. 

A Short History of the Olympics. 

Athletes completed in the first Olympic Games in Greece almost three thousand years ago in 

776 BC. Every four years, people from geek city-states (and later the Roman Empire) travels 

to a place called Olympia to watch the games, which continued until 393 AD. They lasted 

from between one and five days, and only men were allowed to complete in the games 

Many of the sports events were similar to those found in today’s modern games where 

athletes run, jump and throw. 

The modern Olympic Games began with the creation of the international Olympic 

committee (the IOC) in 1894 and Greece was the first country to hold the games, in the city 

of Athens, in 1896. 

Fourteen counties with 241 athletes competed in forty-three events. 

Although some people wanted to have the games in Athens every four years, the LOC 

decided to have them in different countries and cities. 

In 1900, they were held in Paris and women were allowed to compete $ in games for the 

first time. 

The first Winter Olympic Games were helps in 1924 and athletes competed in events such as 

skating and ice hockey.Over200 countries now compete in the Summer Olympic Games. 

The number of events has increased to 300 events and instead of five days of competition, 

the competition, the games now last for seventeen days. 

There are some problems however. There were no Olympic games held in 1916,, 1940 and 

1944 because of war. Also, some athletes use drugs to help win. In addition, the games are 

very expensive. 

The 2014 winter games in Sochi, for example, cost $US50 billon .Nevertheless, the Olympic 

Games continue to be extremely popular all over world 
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Olympics  

1) READING  COMPEHENSION 

a) The Olmpics 

b) There are many problems with the lympics 

c) The Olympics began a long  time ago and continue today 

2) Wherd did the Olympic Game first began? 

a) Athens 

b) Rome 

c) Olymia 

3) Men like to watch the Olympic Games more than women 

a) TRUE 

b) FALSE 

c) It doesn’t say 

4) After the first Olympic Gamesin 776 BC,hom long did they continue in 

Greece? 

a) About one thousant years 

b) About two thousant years 

c) About three thousant years 

5) In Paragragh1, What does “They”refer to? 

a) Men 

b) The Olympic Games 

c) Greek city-states 

6) Where were the first modern Olympic Games held? 

a) Athens 

b) The LOC 

c) In fourteen different countries 

7) According to the article,what couldn’t women do in the first OLYMPIC 

Games? 

a) compete in the Omlympic 

b) play hockey 

c) travel to different countries cities 

 

 



 

 

8) What was most special about the 1900 Olympic? 

a) Some people wanted the games to the games to be in different places 

b) Women competed in the games  

c) They were held in Paris 

 

9) What does the article say about the use of drugs in the Olympic? 

a) It’s a good thing 

b) It’s Abas this 

c) The article doesn’t say 

10) In Paragragh3,what does “then” refer to? 

d) drugs 

e) The games 

f) athlets 

OLYMPICS 

GRAMMAR-IN-CONTEXT 

 Complete the article by circling the correct words 

Athletes competed in the first Olympic games in Greece almost three thousand years a go in 

776 BC. Every four years, people from Greek city states ( and later the roman empire) (1)        

to a place called Olympia to (2)         the games, which continued  until 393 AD. They lasted 

from (3)               one and five days, and only men were allowed to compete in the games. 

Many of the sports events were similar to those found in (4)           modern games where 

athletes run, jump and throw 

The modern Olympic games began with the creation of the international Olympic committee 

(the IOC) in 1984 and Greece (5)             the first country to hold the games, in the city of 

Athens, in 1896.fourteen countries with 241 athletes competed in forty-three events (6)         

some people wanted to have the games in Athens every four years, the IOC decided to have 

(7)             in different countries and cities. in 1900, the were held (8)            Paris and women 

were held in 1924 anad athlestes competed in events such as skating anad ice hockey. Over 

200 countries now (9)           in the summer olympic games.the number of events has 

increased to 300 events and instead of five days of competition,yhe games now (10)        for 

seventeen days. 

There ara somme problems,however,there were (11)    olympic games held in 1916,1940 

and 1944 because of war.also,some athletes use drugs to help them win.in addition,the 



games (12)     very expensive. the 2014 winter games in sochi,for example,cost US50 

billion.nevertheless,the olympic games continue to be extremely popular all over the world 

1.                                                               5.                                       9. 

(A) travel                                                A) were                         A) compete                                                           

(B) travels                                              (B) was                          (B) competing 

(C) traveled                                            (C) is                              (C) competed          

(D) traveling                                          (D) are                            (D) competes 

2.                                                           3.                                       10. 

(A) watches                                    (A) However                       (A) lasts                  

(B) watched                                    (B) Although                      (B) lasted           

(C) watching                                   (C) therefore                       (C) last 

(D) watch                                        (D) Because                       (D) were lasting  

3.                                              7.                                                  11. 

(A) between                      (A) they                                         (A) not 

(B) after                             (B) their                                         (B) No 

(C) to                                  (C) them                                       (C) don’t 

(D) towards                        (D) there                                      (D) didn’t 

4.                                          8.                                                   12. 

(A) today’s                          (A) to                                              (A) Is 

(B) today                            (B) for                                              (B) are 

(C) todays                           (C) on                                              (C) can 

(D) Today’s                         (D) in                                            (D) does 

 

 

 

 



 

Paralympics 1 
Get Ready ! 

1-Belfore you read the passage ,talk about 

1- what is the Paralympics ? 
2-What Are Some Challenges Athletes In The Paralympics face? 

Paralympics Athletes Triumph 

For 40 years ,the paralymics has offered competition opportunities for impaired athletes . 

Competitors face a variety of challenges that restrict their 

Participation in traditionnal sports.These include conditions like hypertonia,ataxia,and 

athtosis.Some athelletes have differing leg-lengths or are missing limbs.Impairments like 

these power,range of movement ,and basic mobility.Many people would find such 

limitations discouraging.This is particularly true when it comes to participating in 

athletics.But paralympics  athletes to not let these difficulties prevent them from achieving 

athletic greatness.They complete in evente that arevery similar to Olympics events. These 

include individual sports, like archery, weightlifting,and equestrian events.Inaddition, 

Paralymics athletes complete in team sports like football,and hochey,The events are eften 

adapted in ways that accommodate the impairments of the athletes. Some specially adaptes 

winter evevts include wheelchair curling and ice slege hockey.One popular adapted Summer 

event in Wheelchair Rugby. 

     Not all athletes are eligible to participate in the paralympics.The internatinal paralympics 

committee,or LPC,sets the regulations regarding who can complete .The LPC sets the rules 

for many paralympics events. 

Reading 

2-Read the magazine article.Then, chose  the correct answers. 

1-What is main point of the article? 
a. to explain the way arthletes ars categorized in the paralympics  

b. to recruit participants for the paralympics. 

c. to introcluce  readers  to the difficulties faced by paralumpics athletes 

d. To inform readers about recent winners of the paralympics  

    2-Which of the is NOT mentioned in the article? 

a. Specific  impaimets faced by paralympics arthletes 

b. Adaptations of sports for impaimed athletes  

c. Rules for playing wheelchair basketball 

d. A group that regulates competition in the Paralympics 

 



 

         3-According to the article ,what is one purpose that the LPC service? 

A.   Chosing the location for the Paralympics 

B. Dermining who is allowed to participate in the paralympics  

C. Prornoting and advertising the paralympics  

D. Researrchingnew treatments for impaiments like hypertonia 

 

Vocabbuulary 

3-Math the words or phrases (1-8) whith the definitions (A-H). 

1) IPL                                          

2) Limb 

3) Ataxia 

4) Leg-length 

5) Impaiment 

6) Paralympics 

7) Muscle power 

8) Range of movement 

A. an or a leg  

B. The amout thatsometting can change position or move 

C. a sporting event for impaired athletes 

D. the measuement from hip to ankle 

E. the  group that organinzesthe paralympics  

F. a condition resulting in lack of coordination 

G. a difficulty or limitation 

H. force created by contrating muscle tissue 
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How extreme should sports be ? 

Do some sports cross the line between fun and danger ? 

Bungee jumpers drop from great heights. Mountain bikers dash down rocky 

hills. Street luge riders race downhill on wheeled sleds at speeds of more than 

80moles per hour . 

Those are some examples of extreme sports. They all have thrills ,excitement—

and danger . 

Extreme althetes say they love taking risks. But others say that extreme sports 

are too dangerous. They say those sports shouldn’t be played. 

Are extreme sports too extreme ? read the following arguments. Then decide 

for yourself 

Yes extreme sports go too far! 

People can become seriously injured while playing extreme sports. Risking 

serious injury to play a sports is foolish 

Take snow bikers, for instance. These riders fly down sowy hilles at speeds of 

up to 60 miles per hour. Some snow bikers get same kinds of injuries “that you 

might see in hight –speed auto accidents,” said one doctor. 

Some rocks climbers climb without using ropes. Some bungee jumpers leap out 

of helicopters. Athletes called base jumpers parachout from bridges and cliffs. 

There is no good reason for people to risk their lives doing those tings. 

Extreme sports set a bad example. Kids who see those sports on TV might want 

to try them at home . but they might not know to play these sports safely. 

When people play extreme sports, they are no longer playing games. They’re 

being irresponsible. 

 

 



 

No! extreme sports don’t go too far! 

Extreme sports have picked up a bad name. some people just aren’t used to 

the thing extreme sports athletes can do. 

1. Wich of the following is not mentioned as an example of an extreme 

sports? 

A bungee jumping  

           B mountain biking 

C snow biking  

2. How deos the author organize the information in this passage ?    

 

A the author explains an argument and then provides evidence both for 

and against the argument. 

B the author provides convincing evidence to persuades the reader of his 

or her viewpoint. 

C the author explains a problem and provides example of possible 

solution. 

D the author presents similarities and defferences between two or more 

ideas.  

 

3. Dr. Clifford amenduri would most likely agree with wich statement? 

 

A regular sports cause many deaths every year. 

B extreme sports might actually be safer then regular sports. 

C extreme sports are never on television. 

D extreme sports are much easier to play then regular sports. 

 

4. From information in the section “yes! Extreme sports go too far!” , it can 

be concluded that a major concern may be  

 

A the cost of the rehabilitation from injuries. 

B the influence extreme sports may have on kids . 



 

 

C the injuries from hight- speed auto accidents . 

D the lack of game-playing in extreme sports . 

5. In paragraph six, the author writes, “take snow bikers, for instance” to 

suggest that  

A the reader should reference an illustration . 

B the reader should take up, or learn, snow biking . 

C snow bikers should be taken seriously. 

D the author is about to use snow bikers as an example. 

 

6. This passage is mostly about  

 

A care for extreme sport athletes . 

B the differences between extreme sports. 

C arguments for and against extreme sports. 

 

7. Choose the answer that best comletes the sentence belew. 

Extreme sports have a bad reputation-------------- they are dangerous. 

 

A because  

B but  

C if  

 

8. Summarize the benefits of extreme sports that the author suggests. 
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